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1.   The Duo™ is an MP3 player that utilizes a sleek, two-piece 

design and Bone Conduction audio transmission to deliver 

crystal clear audio through cheekbones to the inner ear. 

An integrated clip design secures the Duo™ to goggle 

straps to rest on the cheekbones for a comfortable and 

streamlined fit. A simplified interface offers four buttons 

to easily navigate between songs, podcasts, audiobooks 

and other supported audio files. The included USB 

magnetic dock allows for universal data transfers and 

charging. The device offers 4GB of flash memory and a 

Lithium-Ion rechargeable battery life of up to 7 hours.

 1.30.058.244 DUO™ Underwater MP3 Player
  Colour: Black/Acid Green

2.  Coach-To-Swimmer Voice Feedback With The Use Of A 

Smartphone

 1.30.043  Swim Coach Communicator

3.   Allows users to take 100 splits and review cumulative and 

lap splits on a three-line LCD display.  Easy-to-read running 

times, current lap time and cumulative splits.

 1.30.054   SWIMSENSE™ LIVE  

Bluetooth Swim Watch

4.  1.05.120  Tempo Trainer Pro

5. 300 Split Memory Stopwatch

 1.30.040  3X300M STOPWATCH

6.  1.05.052.104 Pulling Ankle Strap One size fits all.

7.   Creates resistance during rotation, which builds the core 

muscles for a more powerful stroke.

 1.05.007  Hydro Hip

8.  Provides additional drag during everyday training.

 1.05.110.106  Swim Parachute Navy 12”

 1.05.110.102  Swim Parachute Red 8”

9.   Placing the hand through the two sections of the Forearm 

Fulcrum creates an ideal elbow-wrist angle that improves 

your stroke efficiency technique.

 1.05.028.50  Adult Forearm Fulcrum

 1.05.028.48  Junior Forearm Fulcrum

10.   Hydrodynamic design that improves streamline and 

body position. By incorporating a stabilizing hand strap, 

swimmers can control the board without gripping, creating 

a perfect alignment from the finger tips to the toes. 

 1.05.042   Alignment Kickboard

11.   The Agility Paddles strapless design effortlessly teaches 

swimmers the correct palm positive position for every stroke. 

 1.05.145   Agility Paddles (S, M, L)

12.  1.05.001   FreeStyle Snorkel

13.  Technique and training snorkel. 

 1.05.009.50  Swimmer’s Snorkel

 1.05.009.48  Swimmer’s Snorkel Junior

14.  1.25.001.101  Footbooties Soft neoprene material 

  Sizes: Small (04), Medium (05), Large (06)

15.   Short blade swim fins help engage legs and core muscles 

for a better workout. Efficiency propels you forward and 

promotes shorter and faster kicks. The Flexbox catches 

water on the up kick, targeting and strengthening 

hamstrings and glutes. 

 2.35.004  Short Blade Swim Fins Z2 Gold

16.  2.35.003   Zoomers Gold Short Blade Training Fins

17.   Learn to Dolphin Kick with the foil body motion. The 

monofin promotes the development of the undulating Foil 

Body Motion and propulsive dolphin kick. Works core and 

leg muscles more than standard fins.

 1.35.012  Foil Technique Monofin

18.   Iso paddles are strapless paddles designed to isolate 

specific muscle groups, develop proper hand position 

and heighten stroke awareness. Iso paddles are uniquely 

designed to create an imbalance in the catch phase of a 

stroke, which forces swimmers to apply more pressure 

on either side of the paddle in order to maintain a proper 

stroke. The variance encourages swimmers to pay increased 

attention to hand position in the water, keeping it level and 

consistent throughout the catch and pull of each stroke.

 1.05.033 ISO Paddles
  Sizes: Small, Medium

19.   Specifically designed for freestyle training, they plane the hand 

forward through the water, improving reach and distance-

per-stroke. With a long fin shape and unique skeg design, 

they promote a strong pull through, better hip-rotation and 

increased efficiency. An adjustable finger strap offers a perfect 

fit and a narrow surface area can help prevent shoulder strain.

 1.05.006.48  Freestyler Hand Paddles Jr. White

 1.05.020.50  Freestyler Hand Paddles Adult Yellow

20.   The strapless design of the paddles heightens stroke 

awareness to improve technique. The ergonomically advanced 

design helps teach swimmers the correct palm positive hand 

position while sculling.  The convex design promotes an early 

catch and an early vertical forearm position in the sculling 

motion.  They’re a versatile tool for all four swim strokes and 

are available in two sizes: Medium & Large.

 3.05.002  Instinct Sculling Paddle

21.   This dual function design improves body position, builds upper body 

and core strength. The ergonomically designed keyholes allow 

swimmers to easily move the buoy from the ankles to the legs.  

 1.05.041.05  Axis Buoy 

 1.05.041.04  Small Axis Buoy

22.  1.05.023  Kick Pro 

23.  1.05.045  Posture Trainer

24.  3.25.037  Animal Heads Silicone Swim Cap

   Tiger (314), Emerald Fish (315), Leopard (313), 

Coral Fish (316), Otter (309), Polar Bear (300), 

Angel Fish (304), Reef Fish (303), Shark (311), 

Hippo (312)
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